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Spring is in the air HQ readers and we are thrilled to be
rolling out our new Social Media Giveaways and
Promotions campaign! Did you see our 1st  one? We
teamed up with Genius Pipe and offered one hell of a 
giveaway…if you  missed it don’t worry! We are scheduling

them for the entire year! Tell us the products you want to receive 
by visiting us on our Facebook page at @HQMagazine! Give us a
like/follow so you don’t miss anymore FREE product!

    Also, did you know that HQ will be hosting a massive giveaway at
the next Champs Show in Las Vegas this summer? To find out what’s
for grabs, simply follow us on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram. We
promise…you don’t want this to pass you by!

    Lastly, beginning in May, HQ will be accepting Shop of the Month
requests. How do you sign up? Social Media! Do you see the trend
yet? As HQ moves to the digital side, we will be taking submission
requests for Shop of the Month and Product Spotlights (Q4B’s)
through social media outlets only.

    We are excited to be in this amazing industry that continues to
evolve! Join us for the ride!

Find us on

    HQ Magazine 

    HQMag4U 

    HQMagazine4U

See you all next month!

IN THE BIG “D”
A Perfect Peace page 68
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Eyce, Eyce, Baby. 
Eyce Sidecar Drops the Hammer on Silicone Innovation 

Alright, stop. Collaborate and listen. Yeah, you know exactly where 
this is going. Eyce is, in fact, back with a brand-new invention. It’s not
something that will grab hold of you tightly, but you’re going to want to
grab a hold of it . . . and use it nightly. (Drops mic.)

     It was within the pages of this very magazine that Eyce’s sub-zero debut first
made its frosty splash in the market five years ago. Not surprisingly, their Ice
(Eyce) molds were an instant hit, and the resulting success was the catalyst for
the company’s emergence as a leader in the burgeoning silicone market. 

     Since then, they’ve continually raised the bar, eventually establishing 
themselves as the industry’s upper-echelon of silicone designs, or in the words
of CEO, Charles Hoch, “the Illadelph of silicone.” A former glassblower himself,
Hoch knows the gravity of the statement. But with the release of their new Eyce
Sidecar, he’s more confident than ever that the product line can keep pace with
his words. 

     The silicone dab rig is engineered for flawless precision. Stylistically, it’s
core 710 culture with a steam-punk twist, a merging of the sticky wet dreams
of dab-nerds with the quirky, timeless allure of non-conformity that blurs the
line between mechanical engineering and functional art.  

     This isn't a DH Gate silicone pipe you'd half-expect to find in a bubble gum
machine. This is a platinum-cured silicone rig, equipped with a logo-engraved
14mm quartz banger, a glass cap with silicone storage that doubles as a 
carb cap, a gravity downstem, a honeycomb filtration system, and the
moniker-inspiring side-car assembly entry point that can swivel into any 
position for ultimate comfort and functionality. It’s 100% food grade, 
dishwasher safe, BPA-PVC-Lead-Phthalate-free, and it’s available in 12 
electrifying color varieties. v

1-800-980-EYCE (3923)
charles@eycemolds.com

eycemolds.com
www.facebook.com/EyceMolds

IG: @eycemolds
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    "What has happened in the vaping category, in terms of the
rapid development cycle, is companies coming out with products
that are slightly different from the previous model, and con-
sumers then only wanting the newest version,” Thompson says. 

    “I became sort of disillusioned with that because it’s 
getting away from the core focus of why (vaping products)
exists,” Thompson adds. “I don't like the impression it leaves
with the wider community that (vaping) is just something 
cool and fashionable to do rather than being an enjoyable
alternative to a deadly habit.”

     Spark Vapor has been on the cutting edge of vaping since
2009. Their Cig2o brand was one of the first to feature a 
traditional cigarette experience with familiar “cig-alike”
appearance and unmatched tobacco and menthol flavors. As
Cig2o products are marketed as a smoking alternative, they
are a perfect fit for stores where cigarettes are sold. Their
Vapage brand of personal vaporizers and e-Liquids takes the
vape experience to the next level with the industry standard sell-
ing Vapage UTurn, Ego and Evod-style personal vaporizers kits.

continue on page 58
    

There’s nothing very sexy about
the products produced and
distributed by Spark Vapor.
There’s no fancy packaging,

bejeweled hardware or colorful flavor
names --- and that’s the way company

Founder & President Spencer 
Thompson prefers it. 





Managing Debt: The Holistic Approach Vol. 1
By Chris Black

HQFeature

Debt. Just the word printed on the
page inspires more shivers and
cringes than a Trump tweet read
aloud at a White House morning
staff meeting. It’s the chain

around our necks, the slippery slope to
oblivion, and the two-headed beast we are
expected to wrestle to prove our worth, part
lender and part our own inner yearnings.

    It’s all but impossible in today’s landscape
to know how to navigate choppy waters of
debt, almost impossible as it is for me to find
a consistent metaphor for the situation. It’s a
headfuck even to the well initiated. To the
novice, it’s a game of Russian Roulette. But
there is hope. 

    Unfortunately, I don’t have a miracle 
cure-all method to get you out from under the
weight of your bad decisions. There’s no quick
fix. But what I do have is some solid advice
that could possibly help you steer clear of utter
disaster. The first few points will read like 
nagging hindsight to anyone already in the thick
of it, but they’re worth reading nonetheless. 

    To start, the most effective way to manage
debt is to not accumulate it in the first place.
It sounds overly simplistic, but it’s the gospel
truth. If you’re just starting out, do it right
from the beginning. Translation: do your 
goddamn homework. Write a business plan.
Save, save, save your money and start small.
Use credit cards, but only as a way to conve-
niently pay bills and build your credit. Avoid
letting your credit card purchases outweigh
your revenue as much as humanly possible. 

    If you must take a loan, first be smart
about from whom you take it. Chances are,
it’ll be a personal loan, since most banks are
reluctant to even deal with a smoke shop, let
alone dump money into the upstart of one.
Whomever you take the loan from, make
sure you structure it into an arrangement

that you can handle. That means first and
foremost, get the right amount from the
beginning. The last thing you want to do is to
ask for the wrong amount, burn through it
and then go back to your lender with an open
hand asking for more. That puts you both in
the worst of positions. This goes back to that
business plan. Make sure it’s flawless, that
your predictions are as accurate as possible
and that it allows room for the unforeseen. 

    Getting back to the structuring, be sure
that your loan doesn’t drain you of your vital
monthly cash flow. What I mean is don’t put
yourself in a position where you’re having to
pay off a loan before you can even cover
monthly expenses. Allow yourself time to
generate enough revenue to turn a profit,
whether that’s six months or a year (probably
the latter.) If you can’t find a lender generous
enough to agree to those terms, revert to
option A; save your money and wait until you
can finance it yourself. Honestly, if you can’t
put five to ten grand away over the course of
a year, you’re going to have a hell of a time
managing the finances of a business.

    Next, plan your finances and live within
your means. The first thing to remember
here is that when running an LLC, an S Corp,
or a sole proprietor, your personal money
and business money are essentially the
same. That means cut the fat at home 
just as much as you do at the shop. Every.
Penny. Counts.

    Avoid frivolities. That includes anything
from a flashy car all the way down to a cup of
coffee at Starbucks. If anything comes up
that you feel you just can’t live without, don’t
be rash. A good rule of thumb is to save
three months for anything you think you
want, a nicer car, a new phone, whatever. If
after three months, you like the money
you’ve saved more than the thing you
thought you wanted, it’s not worth buying. 

    Cut your home costs. Bundle your 
services for a better rate. Or if you find you
pay less by piecemealing, do that instead.
Whatever drives costs down the most. Take
a roommate (make sure they’re reliable).
Adjust the thermostat so you’re a little cold
in the winter and a little hot in the summer.
Call your wireless provider and tell them you
want to switch companies and watch their
monthly fee magically fall. Don’t even think
about a cable package. If you simply must
have entertainment at home, open a Netflix
account, or even better, Amazon Prime; it’s
only $99 a year. Keep in mind that every
penny you’re using to pay personal bills is
money you’re bringing home, which means
more money you have to pay in taxes. Live
like a pauper; build a kingdom. 

    Next are your actual business expenses.
Yes, I said they are one and the same, but
I’m dividing them for the sake of clarity. Do
a cost-benefit analysis on every service you
use and cut the ones that don’t stack up.
For example, if you’re paying for a dumpster
service, you might find that you can save a
pretty penny just by throwing a trash bag 
in the trunk of your car every night and
bringing it home to be picked up by the city
along with your personal trash. Regarding
essential services, negotiate your ass off.
You’ll be amazed at what you can save. One
effective method is a longer-term contract.
You’re not planning to go anywhere, so why
not extend that contract for a better deal? I
once cut my expenses by $700 a month
just by extending my contracts on phone,
internet and power. For some of you, that’s
half your rent. 

    This concludes the first half of our 
two-part series. Be sure to check out next
month’s issue to learn how to save on 
inventory costs, increase your revenue
organically and tackle existing debt. v
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About the Author:
    Chris Black is the owner of the wildly successful Munson’s Emporium in Belton, Texas, the husband of former Blackball Distribution star,
Wanda Black, the father of five children and the founder and admin of the Facebook forum, Smoke Shop Owner’s Society, a community of 1,300
industry professionals and growing. When not at work, Chris enjoys spending time with his family, coaching his son’s baseball team, working on
his Porsche and viciously trolling those of lesser intelligence on social media.
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Smart Cookie
What better way to curb the munchies than a box of Thin

Mints! She may not have been old enough to feel the high, but
a Californian Girl Scout saw a golden opportunity in the state’s
new laws legalizing marijuana.
    The Girl Scout in San Diego set up outside of a pot shop — and
managed to sell more than 300 boxes in six hours. According to
the New York Times, that’s likely more than $1,500 raised.
    The store put out an Instagram photo with the girl, essentially
advertising her goodies — and encouraging people to come
along with friends to buy some cannabis. The post drew more
than 1,400 likes.
    The marijuana dispensary “is not on the approved booth site
list," according to a Girl Scouts San Diego spokeswoman.
Technically, though, the smart seller was walking along the 
sidewalk pulling her wagon filled with cookie boxes rather than
sitting at a booth.
    Some have called the actions irresponsible, even going so far
as claiming “child endangerment.” But according to the Times,
the Girl Scouts don’t have a national policy for this kind of 
situation. Scouts are generally given free rein to sell cookies
where they want. A spokesperson for the Girl Scouts of the USA,
told the Times that selling in front of a legal pot shop is “not any
different than selling in front of any other kind of shop. It just
happens to be a marijuana dispensary.”

Smoken Spoken
“The DEA said that a huge percentage of the heroin

addiction starts with prescriptions. That may be an exaggerated
number; they had it as high as 80 percent. We think a lot of this
is starting with marijuana and other drugs too.”
Attorney General Jeff Sessions

More crashes on 4/20
According to a study published in AMA Internal Medicine,

more car crashes happen on 4/20 than anytime of the year. 
    The study lacks evidence on whether pot was involved in any
of the April 20 wrecks, but that’s the day that pot smokers will
be celebrating, and previous studies have shown that many of
them drive after partaking and think it's safe to do so.
    The researchers analyzed U.S. government data on fatal 
traffic accidents from 1992 through 2016. 
    Deaths increased slightly in most but not all states, amounting
to an overall increased risk of 12 percent — or an extra 142 
driver deaths linked with the holiday.

Smoking gun
Trading a constitutional right for pain relief is a choice no one

should have to make – that was the message sent to the federal
government by a former head of the National Rifle Association
(NRA) in defense of medical marijuana users being legally
allowed to own a gun. 
    Restrictions on gun ownership can be traced back to the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF), who
classify those with medical marijuana recommendations as
“admitted drug users” who are banned from buying, possessing,
or utilizing a gun. Medical marijuana users who own guns live in
a constant state of uncertainty as they grapple with state and
federal law discrepancies.
    Since gun purchasers must sign a form swearing they are not
habitual drug users, a holder of a marijuana prescription cannot
both answer the question honestly and buy a firearm today from
a gun dealer anywhere in the country. In some states federal
law enforcement officers have threatened to go after either gun
owners with a prescription or firearms dealers or private sellers
who dare to sell them guns.
    “The refusal of the federal government to accede to the 
judgment of the states on the issue has created problems for
tens or even hundreds of thousands of gun owners who are
being forced to either trade their Second Amendment rights 
for a chance to live pain-free or risk prosecution and imprison-
ment,” said David Keene in a Washington Times editorial. 

Help with an
unhealthy habit
Vaping helps people kick their cigarette habit – it’s a rallying

statement for proponents of cig-a-likes and other vape devices. 
But evidence suggests that 90 percent of attempts to quit
smoking eventually end in relapse as a result of an unsatisfying
vaping set-up, device malfunction, or a lack of access to vape
supplies. That’s why product knowledge and customer service
is so important. 
    “It is important to offer ongoing support and give advice on
which vape set-up to choose, and how best to use e-cigarettes,
particularly to help people quit in the long term,” according to
researchers at University of East Anglia.
    “Support from vape shops can help sustain smoking 
abstinence. We found that shop assistants trouble shoot with
customers if they had relapsed and try and find a solution, such
as fixing their device or upping their nicotine strength."  v
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Behind the Scenes continued

   Vapage also carries other sub-ohm vaping kits, tanks and 
atomizers, as well as a complete line of premium, glass bottle
e-liquids. The company continues to lead with the VMOD and VPRO
closed tank system series of kits and pre-filled e-liquid refills.

    Before launching the Spark Vapor in 2009, Thomson was
involved with product development and research, having created a
cycling and snowboard helmet with integrated speakers. The 
inspiration for moving into the e-cigarette market came after he
watched a friend, who had been a 25-year smoker, and diagnosed
with cancer, fail to kick the habit. 

    It was a few years earlier when Thompson first saw an 
e-cigarette. It was during a trip to China when he spied a man 
puffing on what looked to him like a Montblanc pen. He eventually
tracked down the device, but its function and design was a big
miss. With his product development background, Thompson 
was able to reengineer the device so that it delivered an actual 
cig-a-like experience. He also invented an e-liquid delivery system -
disposable cartridges with built-in atomizers (heating elements),
and for that he coined the now common term, cartomizer.

    In reality, there wasn’t anything that Thompson didn’t change in
building a better e-cigarette vaping device. He took the same
approach with Vapage, teaming with Aspire, another industry
leader, to create the ultimate closed-tank vaping experience. 

    A common problem with many pre-filled systems is that they
leak. Technically, they are not a "closed tank"; by definition, they are
open because you need to introduce air into the chamber to get it to
vaporize. The Vmod system solves that issue by incorporating
silicone "whiskers" that protrude from the bottom of the tank, and
keep the liquid chamber completely sealed until it's ready to be
used. The user then pulls these whiskers down and breaks them
off allowing the liquid to go from the main chamber down into the
vaporizing chamber. It totally eliminates propensity for these tanks
to leak while they're being shipped and stored. 

continue on page 72
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Becoming a
glassblower
has been trial
by fire for 
Nick O’Hara.

“It’s been nine years of hard
work, trial and error, and lots of
teaching myself new things,”
says O’Hara, who named his 
studio “Tri Pawd Glassworks”
after the three-legged pit bull
that he rescued.

     Learning on his own has
allowed O’Hara to experiment in
a variety of glassblowing tech-
niques --- one of his favorites is
linework that offers endless vari-
ations. Lately, he’s been focusing
on creating fancy, intricate rigs.

continued on page 80
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Every dollar counts with the high cost of doing business. Failing to claim all the small-business tax
deductions to which you’re entitled is like throwing good money out with the bong water. 

You probably know that you can deduct salaries and wages, office supplies, the cost of repairs and insurance, and money spent for rent
and leases. But here are some commonly overlooked deductions of which you can also take advantage.

Advertising costs
Aside from word-of-mouth, letting people know about your business isn’t free. Advertising is a necessary part of doing business and is

therefore deductible. Think beyond fliers, business cards and magazine ads - other costs you can report to ease your tax burden are 
billboard rentals, fees to companies that manage your social media accounts, subscription-based social media sites like LinkedIn Pro,
prizes for giveaways, and even sponsoring a bowling team.

Startup Expenses
Starting a new business could be worth $10,000 before you even open the door. For new businesses, most costs are supposed to be

amortized and deducted over 180 months, with one important exception: The IRS allows a deduction of up to $5,000 for each of two 
categories in the business’s first tax year. The first deduction-eligible category covers expenses, such as market analysis, employee training,
and advertising. The second category includes organizational expenses including costs for setting up the business structure, legal fees,
state organizational fees, and travel expenses for organizational meetings.

Business Entertaining
You probably already know you can deduct the cost of going to an industry-related trade show or convention. What you might not be

aware is that Uncle Sam will pick up the check (or at least part of it) for your entertainment expenses. If you take a business client out for
drinks or dinner, you can write off half that expense. It can also be deducted if it is associated with the business and the entertainment
takes place directly before or after a business discussion.

New Fixtures
Did you buy new showcases or clothing racks? You have a choice regarding how you take your small business tax deduction for furniture

and equipment. You can either deduct the entire cost in the year of the purchase, or you can depreciate the purchases across a seven-year
period. The IRS has specific regulations that govern your choices here, so make sure you’re following the rules.

Credit Card Fees
Who carries cash anymore? Accepting credit cards makes transactions quick and easy, but it doesn’t come without a price --- merchant

account companies charge up to 5% on everything a company earns from credit card sales, including processing costs and statement fees.
Don’t worry --- the IRS considers these deductible fees. Merchants that use business credit cards may also be eligible for deductions,
depending on the annual rates which they must pay.  v

HQFeature
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A
Perfect Peace is one of the most colorful smoke shops around --- on the roof is a crashed flying saucer, and in the parking
lot is a tie-dyed pickup truck and a flashy model T-bucket hot rod; the inside of this thousand-square-foot shop in the Dallas,
Texas suburb of Waxahachie, has wall-to-wall (and even ceiling) murals. The flooring has green carpet with a pathway sign
that reads, “Follow the Grass to the Glass.”

    John Wilson started A Perfect Peace in reaction to other smoke shops that sold low-quality import pipes at unreasonably high
prices. The store has been around since 2009, and caters to customers who are looking for affordable smoking accessories. 

    There might have been a time, following Operation Pipe Dreams, where imports flooded the market with low-quality glass, but
those distributors have been more or less weeded out. As Wilson points out, these days saying that all Chinese studios are making
junk is the same as saying that all American studios are too. 

continued on page 74
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Behind the Scenes continued

Vapage offers an e-juice selection includes a wide range of
products from their Private Reserve, Blind Lion, Cig2o, Vookah,
and other signature collections. Being that the vape devices
share designs with other brands, there’s an even wider range
of flavors available. 

    One aspect that sets Vapage e-liquids apart from every
other brand, is the exclusive nicotine formula, produced from
the highest quality Indian tobacco. 

    “Our classic tobacco flavor is regarded by many as the best
tobacco flavor in terms of quality. We also we went to great
lengths to buy PG and VG from Dow Pharmaceuticals,”
Spencer states. “All of our flavorings are food-grade; we've
never used diacetyl or acetyl propionyl -- most of the higher
quality liquids do the same thing; the only difference is that 
we were doing it before most people even knew what vaping or
e-cigarettes were.”

    Ultimately, Spark Vapor delivers super performance, 
reliability, and consistency for a vaping experience that has
earned them the most loyal followers in the industry – that
goes for customers and retailers alike.

    “We’re all in this for the long-game. . . the whole idea is to
build the customer base,” Thompson says. “We know that
when a consumer finds something they like and can afford,
they go back to it.

    "It's one of those things where you put our products on the
counter, and before you know it you’ve sold the kits, and then
those same customers are coming back into the store every
week to buy the refills. That's the business we know, and have
developed for the past nine years. We're one of the last 
independently owned e-cigarette and vapor companies, and
we've managed to stay in business and continue growing."  v

Spark Vapor
SparkVapor.com • (805) 309-2400
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“There are a lot of studios in
China that if I walked in I would
smash all their equipment with a
hammer,” Wilson says, “but there
are also studios there that make
ours look like they are nothing.”

    “I’ll never give people the crap
imports,” he adds. “I’m going to
source quality stuff at the lowest
price I can find and then pass the
savings along to the customers.”

    Wilson is a former glass 
blower, and when building out his
shop, he added a glass studio
that could help bring down the
prices on glass smoking instru-
ments. Also represented on the
shelves are some of the major
names as well as independent
artists from around the state. You
might not find the headiest
pieces in existence, but then
again the idea is to stock pieces
that will sell.

    “You’re never going to get
form AND function for cheap,”
Wilson says. “I look for pieces
that have even glass thickness,
welds that aren’t wobbly, and
other basics.”

Wilson has seen more smokers choosing dry herbs, and with that
increased sales of grinders. Most popular is the SLX
Grinder that is coated inside and out with a
non-stick ceramic coating that reduces friction
and makes for practically no cleanup.

“Think of any grinder that’s been famous over
the last few years, and the SLX is outselling it,”
Wilson says. “Customers have done their
research; they know the SLX isn’t going to gum
up, and that’s what they want.”

That’s not to leave out those that prefer concentrates. EJMix is
a big seller for those that want to transform herbal extracts into
vape liquid.

    Kratom is another favorite item --- especially Complete Kratom,
which is Wilson’s own brand that allows him to sell at a much
lower price point than any others on the market.

    Having the freedom to test out different products and do
something unique are among the things that Wilson likes best
about being involved in the smoke shop industry.

    “I love that this industry is becoming more and more 
accepted,” he says. “The thing about doing something differently
is that if you do it well enough other people will change what
they’re doing. It’s nice to be a part of impacting change.” v
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“I don't like to make plain
jane stuff. It’s more fun when
you're challenging yourself,”
O’Hara says. “If you're doing the
same small thing over and over
again it gets to be like a job.

    “Occasionally, I'll make one
small piece, like a little micro
marble, and then base the
entire piece around that,” he
adds. 

    “I try not to follow the other
glassblowers that are out there
just because I don't want my
inspiration to be swayed by what
they have made.

    “Just like any artist, you want
to express ‘yourself’ into your
medium.”  v

Tri Pawd Glassworks
Warren, Ohio
@tripawdglassworks
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The Road RunneR by home blown Glass  
“I loved how Kristian Merwin had combined the chubbler

with the Zamboni tip concept,” says Home Blown Glass owner,
Fred Schorsch, “It was brilliant.”

    But Schorsch was never interested in being another knock
off artist. 

    “I did not want to be that guy,” he says. But a good idea is
a good idea, and Schorsch, like many others found inspiration
within that idea to create something of his own. 

    The result was the Road Runner, a handmade glass nectar
straw design that is as stylishly simple as it is functional.

Conceived to compete with the rapidly developing electronic
units, the Roadrunner is quick and easy to use, requiring
little more than five seconds of heating from a standard hand
torch and 10 from a pocket torch. Simply warm to prevent
thermal shock, heat to color change and slurp that sweetness
until your heart’s content. 

    The low temperature functionality means amazing flavor
while diffusion from the center donut rings means rips are
surprisingly gentle. Even more surprising is the price. The
starting MSRP is a mere $40, making the Road Runner a
solid buy from a solid American company. 

Homeblownglass.com • Homeblownglass@gmail.com • 480-835-1042
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kRyPToniTe naked   

Kryptonite Naked utilizes the same lab-tested formula as KLEAR's original glass and
bong cleaner, but with no added dyes or fragrance. Compared to Alcohol and Acetone, which
are made from 100% Volatile Organic Compounds, Kryptonite Naked is the lowest VOC
cannabis cleaner on the market today (<3% VOC). Designed for 420 and 710 applications,
Kryptonite Naked effectively removes residue from your favorite hand pipe, oil rig, extraction
tubes, and other hard glass surfaces. Need more convincing?  Kryptonite Naked is rated #1
by industry leaders including Heavy.com and Hotbox Magazine.com.

klearkryptonite.com • 855.805.5327 • Email: sales@klearkryptonite.com

The suRvival wRisT hookah PRo 
fRom shhmokeweaR    

Lost in the woods? In the words of the late Mitch Hedberg, “Fuck it.
Build a house.” 

    Or better yet, don’t venture off into the woods in the first place without
a Survival Wrist Hookah Pro from Shhmokewear. Ever pondered how you
could please Tommy Chong and MacGyver at the same time? Well, thanks to
the company famous for injecting maximum function into 420 fashion, your answer 
is here.

    The included compass means you’ll never get lost again while the 8-10 feet of
paracord ( varies by bracelet size) will come in handy in any number of binds.
Use the whistle to signal fellow hikers or a rescue squad and get warm by
the fire with the provided flint and scraper long after your lighter has
given up the ghost.  And don’t forget, underneath all those bells and literal
whistle is a fully functioning smoking device to keep you toking in the direst
of circumstances. 

    All of this performance is packed into a super-low, keystoned retail price of only
$25.00 and backed by Shhmokewear’s guarantee of quality. Display and upgrade
options are available.

    Pro tip: Pair it up with the LighterBro and you’re damn-near ready for the
apocalypse. 

Shhmokewear.com • Will@shhmokewear.com
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y
ou don’t necessarily have to grow chard to tweet about it, but one does
make the other easier. I’ve been growing the leafy green vegetable known
as chard in a small pile of dirt in my front yard since the Fall of 2015. I’ve
been writing and tweeting observations about that very same chard since

January of 2016. More recently, I’ve come to believe that tweeting about chard
is, perhaps, the only thing that will save us as a human species.

    Chard is extremely hardy, which means you can grow it in all seasons. Water
it semi-regularly during a brutal summer and it will nobly persist, its colorful
stalks sprouting gorgeous blades that, much like Sheryl Crow, are gonna soak up
the sun. Plant it in the dead of winter and it will somehow do the same. While the
world is often a difficult, angry, and hopeless place, chard abides—take some
reassurance in that, and tweet about it.

    Once you start growing the chard, it may become “a thing.”
Friends, coworkers, and family members might not know what
to make of it. Some of them might even think you’re not 
actually growing chard! This is OK. Lean into it. Call your chard
harvest “dope-ass.” Refer to your chard as “the shit.” The
juxtaposition of swear words and chard is surprising and
delightful.  Plus, it lets people know that you’re fucking serious.

    Insert the word “chard” into DJ Khaled lyrics that you tweet
in ALL CAPS. Try adapting Migos songs as well, but abandon
the project when you get disheartened that “Bad and Chardee”
just doesn’t work. Make chard into a meme. Dig into the
absurdity in a way that makes others feel like they should do
the same. They’ll reply to your tweets asking if you have any
recommendations for keeping the squirrels away. They’ll stop
you in the office kitchen and say things like, “I want to start a
garden, what should I do?” Tell them to grow chard.

Did I mention it’ll help with dinner?
There are plenty of ways to eat chard, but the easiest is to

tear the leaves from the stalk into small-ish chunks that
measure a couple inches in every direction, then saute it.
Add it to soup, pasta, tikka masala—just about any savory
dish that could use some veggie vitamins. When you add
chard, amateur culinary exploits (macaroni and cheese, for
example) convey an understanding—however faux and utterly
preposterous—of wizened gustatory expertise on the chef
making them.

    “It’s healthy,” you can tell your haters as you shovel box
after box of Annie’s Homegrown Creamy Deluxe Organic
Macaroni Dinner (sub title: Shells & Real Aged Cheddar Sauce)
down your throat, and you’ll be right, sort of. Don’t forget to
tweet about the dish, which you now refer to as “chard ‘n’
cheese.”

    Take pictures of the chard next to a beer can for scale.
That way, everyone will know exactly how much chard you
harvested on a given evening. It might confuse people that
you seem so obsessed with chard, but that’s OK, too. Grow
so much chard that you don’t know what to do with all of it.
Bring some chard to the office and give it away. People will
understand, or they won’t—doesn’t matter. Live your best
chard life.

    Periodically tweet about these and other honorable char-
acteristics of the chard. Once it becomes your personal brand,
you don’t have to try as hard, which is a relief. But there’s
also a responsibility! Your chard has fans. Be good to them.

    I guess what I’m trying to say is that the world is full of
horrors, but Chard isn’t one of them. Chard is perfect. Or at
least it grows more easily than most vegetables you might
plant in your yard. But isn’t there some comfort in that? The
fact that, every time you open an internet browser or turn on
a television or talk to a friend, there is a decent chance you’re
going to learn something bad and unexpected. A decent
chance you’re going to feel sad in a disappointingly common
way. But! You can then walk out into your lawn, and be
reminded that not everything is chaos and existential dread.
Not everything is a total bummer. Some things are good. Some
things are Chard. Please don’t forget to tweet about them. v






















